
‘Danes Dyke – Picture Challenge’ (Terms & Conditions) 

How to enter 

Using the ‘Danes Dyke - Picture Challenge’ trail on the ‘What Was Here?’ app (free on 
Google Play & the App Store): 

1. View the 5 historic photographs. 
2. Choose one (or all) of the historic photographs and find whereabouts exactly in the 

nature reserve you think that it/they may have been taken.   
3. Using your camera, take a modern-day snap of the spot where you think it was 

taken, and share/send it to us, clearly stating which historic image it relates to e.g. 
‘Point 2, Wildlife, Relaxing on the Path’. 
(in the event of intermittent data signal, it's recommended that you preview each trail image before you set 
off, so they are cached to your device and will load more quickly). 

4. Enter by Facebook or Twitter 
Share your image on your Facebook or Twitter account and remember to tag 
@ERArchives using the hashtags #WhatWasHere &  #DDPChallenge or 
#DanesDykePics .   
You’ll also need to state which historic image it relates to e.g. ‘Point 2, Wildlife, 
Relaxing on the Path’. 

Or 

Email us 
Send your image to archives.service@eastriding.gov.uk clearly marking the ‘Subject’ 
as ‘Danes Dyke Picture Challenge’, and which historic image your entry relates to e.g. 
‘Point 2, Wildlife, Relaxing on the Path’. 

Our judges will award a prize (Amazon Echo Dot) for each of the 5 historic image 
categories and the modern-day photo entry that they deem most corresponds with where 
each historic image was photographed. 

All participants will be entered into a free prize draw for a chance to win: 

 A pair of Annual Passes to Sewerby Hall & Gardens 
 Deluxe Midweek Stay at South Cliff Holiday Park* 

*Prize is for a stay in a ‘Deluxe’ holiday caravan onsite and is valid for the Autumn/Winter season 2020/21only.  It must 
be redeemed within this period. 

Competition Rules 

Entries close at 5pm on Monday 9th November 2020.** 

The winning entries will be announced as soon as possible and within 20 days. 
If you are under the age of 16, you must obtain permission from your parent/guardian before entering.  
Entries may be made by sharing on Facebook or Twitter, and tagging the relevant East Riding Archives social 
media feeds (@ERArchives).  Alternatively, entries can be made by sending to 
archives.service@eastridng.gov.uk (all entries must clearly state which historic image they relate to).  Any 
entry deemed by the judges not to have been photographed at the site of Danes Dyke nature reserve will be 
null & void. 



‘Danes Dyke – Picture Challenge’ (Terms & Conditions) 

East Riding Archives may publish your name and entry as part of publicity and promotion of the competition 
and winning entries.  Other personal information such as e-mail address will only be used for administering this 
competition. We will not publish them or provide them to any third parties. 
Entries deemed to be offensive or abusive will be deleted and void. 
Winning entries will be chosen by East Riding Archives and the Countryside Access Team (both part of East 
Riding of Yorkshire Council), and winning free prize draw entries will be selected at random by East Riding 
Archives.  
Prizes are as advertised and cannot be deferred. There is no cash alternative.  
East Riding Archives do not accept any responsibility for late or lost entries due to Internet problems. Proof of 
sending is not proof of receipt.  
Entrants must supply a valid email address (or Facebook/Twitter account if entering by social media) and 
comply with all rules to be eligible for prizes.  
No responsibility is accepted for ineligible entries or entries made fraudulently.  
This competition is a game promoted by East Riding Archives Service.  East Riding Archives’ decision is final in 
every situation and no correspondence will be entered into.  
East Riding Archives reserves the right to cancel the competition at any stage, if deemed necessary in its 
opinion, and if circumstances arise outside of its control.  
Entrants will be deemed to have accepted these rules and to agree to be bound by them when entering this 
competition.  
These rules are governed by the laws of England and Wales. 

This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with Facebook or Twitter. 
Any questions, comments or complaints regarding the promotion will be directed to East Riding Archives, not 
Facebook or Twitter. 

** (East Riding Archives reserves the right to temporarily suspend the competition and/or extend the deadline 
in the event of heightened government restrictions due to COVID-19, such as a regional lockdown). 
 

 


